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  Hebrews 4:1-2
(1) Let us therefore fear, lest, a promise being left us of entering into his rest, any of
you should seem to come short of it. (2) For unto us was the gospel preached, as
well as unto them: but the word preached did not profit them, not being mixed with
faith in them that heard it.
King James Version   

The Israelites would not use their faith; they would not step out. They held back because
the bottom line was that they did not really believe it.

Do we believe what we are hearing from the Word of God? If we do not believe it, we will
do nothing. We only do what we believe.

Everybody in the world operates by this principle—theydo what they believe! But do they
believe God? No. We are in God's church because we believe, and because we believe
in the right way, we obey God. In Hebrews 3, Paul equates "belief" and "obedience." It
makes for an interesting study. Despite being significantly different, the effect of one
should be the product of the other.

This is why one can find words like "belief" or "unbelief" in Scripture, and see in the
margin that "obedience" or "disobedience" can be an alternate translation. The words
can be taken either way.

We do what we believe. The real problem is becoming apparent. The reason the
Hebrews were apathetic—thereason they were neglecting their spiritual priorities—was
because their belief system had undergone a serious change since the time that they
had first heard.

When Satan wants to divide or destroy a church, he often does so through inspiring
changes in the doctrines. When the doctrines change, the belief system changes
accordingly. And when the belief system changes, those who believe the same basic
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way will flock together, and those who believe a different way will coalesce into another
group.

When a belief changes, a change in conduct must follow. This is what happened to the
Israelites in the wilderness. They did not believe God, and they failed. They all died.
That whole first generation died as a result of their disbelief.

— John W. Ritenbaugh

To learn more, see:
Hebrews: A Message for Today
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